Access Statement - Chipping Norton

Your Point of Contact

- For bookings please call 02476 475 426
- For site queries please contact 01608 641 993
- Site Page www.campingandcaravanningclub.co.uk/chippingnorton

Your Arrival on Site

- Train station 4 miles from site. Bus stop is approx. 25m
- There are two brown signs off the A361, one large site sign on entrance
- One keypad operated barrier that is automatic on exit. It’s locked between 11pm and 7am
- Overnight parking is available just outside the main site gate
- Tarmac access road
- The visitors parking doubles as the overnight which is 10m from the main gate
- New arrivals should pull up to reception. The surface is tarmac and level
- There are no designated spaces but plenty of spaces a short, level distance from the reception
- There is no handrail attached to the reception wall
- There are potted plants along the path

Your Check in

- The reception is clearly signed for arrivals
- 9am-11am then 4pm-5.30pm
- There is a bell located on the reception door which is connected to an on duty team member between 9am and 8pm. An emergency phone number is available for use outside of these hours
- Level concrete slabs leading to Reception
- Slight lip on the entrance door
- Good clear floor space in reception
- No low level reception counter, but clipboards are available

Your Pitch

- Cars can be parked next to most pitches on site
- Three pitches are close to the accessible room
- Hardstanding’s consist of compact smaller gravel
- Many level hardstanding and grass pitches are close to the site road
- Site has a mixture of level and sloping pitches
Your Facilities

- There is a clear tarmac path leading to the facility block
- No steps leading to the block
- There is no incline leading to the block
- Single step in to gents and ladies
- There is no semi ambulant cubicle in both ladies and gents
- All taps in gents and ladies are screw top
- Plastic seats in all shower cubicles
- All showers are dial. Temperatures can be adjusted
- There is no step down in to the shower tray
- There is low level lighting on the outside of the block throughout the night

Your Accessible Facilities

- There is a flat concrete path
- There is a handrail to the left of the path as you approach the accessible room
- There is flat level access in to the accessible facility
- Key lock which is left unlocked unless in use
- The toilet has one drop down rail to the left and one wall mounted to the right
- The toilet larger flush handle
- There is space to the left of the toilet
- Lever taps are screw type
- A hand dryer is provided
- There s there a mirror and is it full length
- The shower has handrails
- Dial Shower
- The shower has Open access
- The shower head height adjustable
- The floor is non-slip
- There is no low level hair
- There is an emergency chord which can be reached from the floor
- The alarm can be heard around site and in Reception

Your Laundry and Food Preparation Areas

- Good level access to tiled floored area
- The taps are a mixture of screw and lever taps
- Washer and dryer are both front loading
- An iron is provided which is wall mounted
- A free standing ironing board is provided
- Washing up facilities are outdoor but undercover
- Taps are a mix of screw top and lever
- Outdoor washing up area has one low level sink
Your Recreational Areas

- One bench is overlooking the play area
- Surface of the play area is Bark
- There is a raised edge surrounding just the play area

Waste, Fire and Evacuation

- Level tarmac access leading to all the refuse areas
- All bins are full size 1100L commercial bins
- There is unrestricted access to firefighting equipment
- One assembly point is in main carpark outside reception. The other is in the adjacent camping field
- Main carpark is tarmac, the camping field is grass
- Assembly points are included in the site leaflet, but campers are also informed on arrival

Miscellaneous Information

- Facility blocks have external wall lights. Rest of the site is partially lit from bollards and partially in darkness
- The reception/overnight Car park will hold four car